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America’s Test Kitchen Five Ingredient Dinners – editors of America’s Test Kitchen 

"Test cooks share their favorite low-effort, high-reward complete weeknight dinners, most ready in an 

hour or less. Imagine surveying your pantry or fridge and realizing you already have every ingredient you 

need to make any number of fast, flavor-packed meals. Sounds like a dream? These back-pocket 

dinners make it a reality, with recipes that transform foods such as a rotisserie chicken, a baguette, 

hummus, or quinoa into full meals using just five ingredients (plus salt, pepper, and fat) that require little 

in the way of planning. What these recipes lack in ingredients, they more than make up for in flavor and 

creativity. We use simple techniques to our advantage to coax the maximum amount of oomph out of 

each component. Turn rotisserie chicken into a cheesy, melty tart with frozen spinach, Brie, and store-bought crust. 

Shape lemony meatballs from ground chicken and quinoa--given a flavor boost from garlicky hummus that doubles as the 

base for a sauce. Get resourceful with our Grilled Tofu with Charred Broccoli, Peanut Sauce, and Crispy Shallots, 

repurposing the often drained-away shallot frying oil to coat the broccoli before grilling for an added layer of savoriness. 

With each recipe, a test cook's commentary gives an inside peek into the recipe creation process, whether offering a tip 

for using a high-impact ingredient like red curry paste or oil-packed sun-dried tomatoes (we help you compile a treasure 

trove of useful flavor bombs) or an imaginative technique (such as mincing carrot tops for a garnish). These recipes and 

tips will have you looking at your pantry with fresh eyes." 

The Boy Who Drew Auschwitz: A Powerful True Story of Hope and Survival - Thomas Geve with Charles 

Inglefield 

"Thomas Geve was just 15 years old when he was liberated from Buchenwald concentration camp on 

11 April 1945. It was the third concentration camp he had survived. Upon arrival at Auschwitz-Birkenau, 

Thomas was separated from his mother and left to fend for himself in the men's camp of Auschwitz I, at 

the age of 13. During the 22 months he was imprisoned, he was subjected to, and forced to observe 

first-hand, the inhumane world of Nazi concentration camps. On his eventual release Thomas felt 

compelled to capture daily life in the death camps in more than eighty profoundly moving drawings. 

Infamous scenarios synonymous with this dark period of history were portrayed in poignant but 

simplistic detail with extraordinary accuracy. Despite the unspeakable events he experienced, Thomas 

decided to become an active witness and tell the truth about life in the camps. He has spoken to 

audiences from around the world and continues to raise awareness about the Holocaust. The Boy Who Drew Auschwitz 

presents a rare living testimony through the eyes of a child who had the unique ability to observe and remember every 

detail around him and chose to document it all." 

Build Your Own Farm Tools - Josh Volk 

"Josh Volk, author of the best-selling Compact Farms, offers small-scale farmers an in-depth guide to 

building customized equipment that will save time and money and introduce much-needed efficiencies to 

their operations. Volk begins with the basics, such as setting up a workshop and understanding design 

principles, mechanical principles, and materials properties, then presents plans for making 15 tools 

suited to small-farm tasks and processes. Each project includes an explanation of the tool's purpose and 

use, as well as the time commitment, skill level, and equipment required to build it. Projects range from 

the super-simple (requiring a half-day to build) to the more complex, and include how-to photographs 

and illustrations with variations for customizing the finished implement. Along with instructions for building items such as 

simple seedling benches, a mini barrel washer, a DIY germination chamber, and a rolling pack table, Volk addresses 

systems design for farm efficiency, including how to design an effective drip irrigation system and how to set up 

spreadsheets for collecting important planning, planting, and market data." 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

By Water Beneath the Walls: The Rise of the Navy SEALs - Benjamin H. Milligan 

"Behind the Navy SEALs' improbable rise lies the most remarkable underdog story in American military 

history-and in these pages, former Navy SEAL Benjamin H. Milligan captures it as never before. Told 

through the eyes of remarkable leaders and racing from one longshot, hair-curling raid to the next, By 

Water Beneath the Walls is the tale of the unit's heroic naval predecessors, and the evolution of the 

SEALs themselves. But it's also the story of the forging of American special operations as a whole-and 

how the SEALs emerged from the fires as America's first permanent commando force when again and 

again some other unit seemed predestined to seize that role. Here Milligan thrillingly captures the 

outsize feats of the SEALs' frogmen forefathers in World War II, the Korean War, and elsewhere, even 

as he plunges us into the second front of interservice rivalries and personal ambition that shaped the SEALs' evolution. In 

equally vivid, masterful detail, he chronicles key early missions undertaken by units like the Marine Raiders, Army 

Rangers, and Green Berets, showing us how these fateful, bloody moments helped create the modern American 

commando-even as they opened up pivotal opportunities for the Navy. Finally, he takes us alongside as the SEALs at last 

seize the mantle of commando raiding, and discover the missions of capture/kill and counterterrorism that would define 

them for decades to come. Written with the insight that can only come from a combat veteran and a member of the book's 

tribe, By Water Beneath the Walls is an essential new history of the SEAL teams, a crackling account of desperate last 

stands and unforgettable characters accomplishing the impossible-and a riveting epic of the dawn of American special 

operations." 

The Icepick Surgeon: Murder, Fraud, Sabotage, Piracy, and Other Dastardly Deeds Perpetrated in the Name of 

Science - Sam Kean 

"Science is a force for good in the world--at least usually. But sometimes, when obsession gets the 

better of scientists, they twist a noble pursuit into something sinister. Under this spell, knowledge isn't 

everything, it's the only thing--no matter the cost. Bestselling author Sam Kean tells the true story of 

what happens when unfettered ambition pushes otherwise rational men and women to cross the line in 

the name of science, trampling ethical boundaries and often committing crimes in the process."-- 

Provided by publisher. 

 

Perversion of Justice: The Jeffrey Epstein Story - Julie K. Brown 

 "Dauntless journalist Julie K. Brown recounts her uncompromising and risky investigation of Jeffrey 

Epstein's underage sex trafficking operation, and the explosive reporting for the Miami Herald that finally 

brought him to justice while exposing the powerful people and broken system that protected him."-- 

Provided by publisher. 

 

 

Piglet: The Unexpected Story of a Deaf Blind Pink Puppy and His Family - Melissa Shapiro, DVM, with Mim Eichler 

Rivas 

 "In the tradition of the beloved New York Times bestsellers Marley and Me and Oogy: The Dog Only a 

Family Could Love, a charming, inspirational memoir about empathy, resilience, kindness, and an 

adorable deaf blind pink dog. When Connecticut veterinarian Melissa Shapiro gets a call about a tiny 

deaf blind puppy rescued from a hoarding situation in need of fostering, she doesn't hesitate to say, 

"yes." Little does she know how that decision will transform her, her family, and legions of admirers 

destined to embrace the saga of the indomitable pink pup. One of the most anxious dogs Melissa had 

ever encountered, the traumatized Piglet weighed under two pounds upon his welcome into the Shapiro 

household--which included Melissa's husband Warren and their three college-aged kids, plus six other 

rescued dogs. After weeks of reassurance, and lots of love, Piglet connected, gained confidence, and 

his extraordinary spirit emerged. Curious, engaged, and incredibly eager to learn, Piglet quickly became part of the family. 

What started out as a few simple Facebook posts of Piglet and his pack rapidly evolved into a global celebration of Piglet's 

infectiously positive mindset. Piglet: The Unexpected Story of a Deaf, Blind, Pink Puppy and His Family fully illustrates this 

heartwarming story of one special little puppy with a purpose to teach the power of empathy, love, and kindness.” 



The Plague Year: America in the Time of COVID - Lawrence Wright 

"Beginning with the absolutely critical first moments of the outbreak in China, and ending with an 

epilogue on the vaccine rollout and the unprecedented events between the election of Joseph Biden and 

his inauguration, Lawrence Wright's The Plague Year surges forward with essential information--and 

fascinating historical parallels--examining the medical, economic, political, and social ramifications of the 

COVID-19 pandemic." 

 

 

The Ugly Cry - Danielle Henderson 

"Abandoned at ten years old by a mother who chose her drug-addicted, abusive boyfriend, Danielle 

Henderson was raised by grandparents who thought their child-rearing days had ended in the 1960s. 

She grew up Black, weird, and overwhelmingly uncool in a mostly white neighborhood in upstate New 

York, which created its own identity crises. Under the eye-rolling, foul-mouthed, loving tutelage of her 

uncompromising grandmother--and the horror movies she obsessively watched--Danielle grew into a 

tall, awkward, Sassy-loving teenager who wore black eyeliner as lipstick and was struggling with the 

aftermath of her mother's choices. But she also learned that she had the strength and smarts to save 

herself, her grandmother gifting her a faith in her own capabilities that the world would not have most 

Black girls possess. With humor, wit, and deep insight, Danielle shares how she grew up and grew wise-

-and the lessons she's carried from those days to these. In the process, she upends our conventional understanding of 

family and redefines its boundaries to include the millions of people who share her story." 

X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II - Leah Garrett 

"The incredible World War II saga of the Jewish refugees who fought in Britain's most secretive special-

forces unit-but whose story has gone untold until now. June 1942. Winston Churchill and his chief of 

staff form an unusual plan: a new commando unit made up of Jewish refugees who have escaped to 

Britain. The resulting volunteers are a motley group of intellectuals, artists, and athletes, most from 

Germany and Austria. Many have been interned as enemy aliens, and have lost their families, their 

homes; they will stop at nothing to defeat the Nazis. Known as X Troop, some simply call them a suicide 

squad. Garrett follows this unique band of brothers from Germany to England and back again, to tell the 

astonishing story of these secret shock troops and their devastating blows against the Nazis." -- adapted 

from jacket. 


